
The following is a list of antisemitic stereotypes and tropes/actions/behaviors that are 
associated with antisemitism. Some are blatant, direct manifestations of antisemitism, 
and some may be more subtle and less familiar. Each one is an opportunity to explore 
and unpack how Jews are seen, portrayed, and treated in society.  
  
Stereotypes or antisemitic tropes/actions  
  

• Holocaust denial or downplaying the Holocaust  
• Calling Holocaust victims “white refugees.”  
• Comparing vaccinations to the Holocaust  
• Comparing wearing masks to Jews being forced to put the Star of David 
on clothing during the Holocaust  
• 110/109 - used by antisemites to represent the number of countries Jews 
have allegedly been kicked out of  
• Judaism is a cult  
• Overbearing parent, especially the mother   
• Absent or neglectful parents  
• Vulgar with dress, language  
• Need to be the smartest, best student, valedictorian  
• Education above everything else  
• Control the media  
• Control the banks / Jews as bankers  
• Control the world - globalists  
• Christ killers  
• Smart, but conniving, calculating or sublimely clever  
• Arrogant, ruthless   
• Greedy  
• Rich - obsessed with money  
• Throwing coins at Jews to show their greedy or to get them to pick them 
up  
“It’s all about the Benjamins.” - reference to money & Jews being 
“Benjamins.”  
• Jews love a “sale”  
• Poor, pathetic  
• Zionism = Racism  
• “From the river to the sea” - calling for the destruction of Israel  
• Damned to hell   
• The devil  
• Jews have tails and horns  
• Big noses  
• Wide foreheads  
• Short  
• Dark skin, dark hair  
• Luring children to take their blood  
• Ply their children and others with alcohol or drugs  



• “White” and therefore privileged - used to deny, diminish or dismiss 
antisemitism  
• Jews are not a marginalized people  
• All Jews are White  
• “Jew them down.” = Negotiate for a lower price - bargain  
• “Don’t be such a Jew.” = stingy  
• “I’ve been jewed.” = I’ve been cheated  
• Kike = Kike is a highly offensive term used to insult and denigrate people 
of Jewish faith or ethnicity that is widely considered to be a form of hate 
speech. (AJC)  
• “This is my Jewish friend.”  
• Jews aren’t really Jews.  
• I support Israel more than Jews do.  
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